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May 17th, 2017
San Antonio, Texas
Out-of-School Time (OST) Summit

Full Agenda:

Workshop Tracks:

9am: Opening Plenary: Our Values & Impact

Introductory:

10am: Workshops

Less than 3 years experience in OST field.

11am: Workshops
12pm: Lunch Panel: Our Return on Investment
1pm: Workshops
2pm: Workshops
3pm: Closing Plenary: Our Leadership & Future
3:30pm: Happy Hour & Open Social!

Professional:
3+ years experience or OST supervisor.

Executive:
Member of agency's senior leadership team.

Workshop Choices: 10 to 10:50am
"Chair Yoga" with Kristen Bagget.
Deepen your mind-body connection while learning about the
work of Yoga Day in San Antonio. Their mission is to improve

"Orientation to Collective Impact
and Excel Beyond the Bell"
with Francisco Gonima.

lives of young people through yoga.

"Education, Health, & the Student Ambassador
Program" with Rebeca CF Baquero.

What is Excel Beyond the Bell San Antonio?
What are we really trying to accomplish? And
why do we believe it's so important? This

Come learn about the Mayor’s Fitness Council’s Student

workshop is targeted for both newcomers

Ambassador Program which focuses on health service projects.

and those still working to see the whole.

"The What, How and Why of Data"
with Carisa Heis, Mandy Adkins, & Gavin Nichols.

*Foundational for Involvement in
Excel Beyond the Bell San Antonio

Explore the value of data to organizations and potential funders,
and learn about opportunities to collect additional information.

"Introduction to Adolescent Brain Development"
with Michelli Ramon.

"ABCToday – An Early Warning
and Collaborative Response
System" with Rebeca J. Hatter.

Discuss how to better tailor your programs in ways that target

Learn how to use a simple technology to

specific emotional, psychological and biological needs of youth.

create a unique and transformative

"Combating Fake News with Web Literacy"
with Sarah Morris & Robert Friedman.
Learn about Web Literacy – the skills youth need to read, write &

partnerships with students, school districts,
and community partners.

*Strongly Recommended for all formal
members of the CEO Round Table

participate online – through an open digital literacy curriculum.

Workshop Choices: 11 to 11:50am
"One Size Does Not Fit All - Learning Styles"
with Chasidy Celestine.
We all learn differently – let’s explore how we can communicate
and learn inclusively!

"The P-20 Summit on Parent Engagement in Region
20" with Belinda Harmon & Kimberly Vinton.

"Introduction to Developmental
Assets" with Meredith Howe, Lea
Watson, & Alejandra Navaro.
Learn the research behind the Assets,
what they are, and how they can be
applied in the real world.

Parent/Family Engagement is essential to student succeed in

*Foundational for Involvement in

school. Come hear about an awesome model from UTSA.

Excel Beyond the Bell San Antonio

"What is your Logic Model?" with Jennifer Cook
and Jody Hernandez.

"Longitudinal Data in Education"
with Mike Villareal.

What makes your program work? How do you get from inputs to
impact? Come strengthen your logic model with two pros.

How do the youth you serve do after
graduation? And how do we know? Come

"Sustaining Your Passion through Self Care"
with Karla Aguilar.
Learn self-care modalities that can fast track your health, energy
and joy for the work of inspiring the next generation.

learn about the long-term pathways
students take after high school
graduation in Bexar County and their
success rates in completing
postsecondary education and early

"Preventing Student Dropout" with Chris Caeser.
Do you know the causes and consequences of dropping out of
school? Come learn about effective and practical strategies for
dropout prevention.

career earnings.

*Strongly Recommended for all formal
members of the CEO Round Table

Workshop Choices: 1 to 1:50pm
"Overcoming the Monster" with Sheila Black, Jen
Knox, & Alexandra Van de Kamp."

"Improvement Planning" with the
Excellence Working Group.

Tackle your challenges through one of the foundational story
structures, learning about the stages preceeding the final conflict.

What does improvement planning take?
Who should you involve to continually

"Service Learning: Putting the Assets Into Practice"
with Alejandra Navarro & Marcus Jordan.
Explore the importance of youth voice in leadership development

improve your services? Explore these topics
and walk away with helpful tools and
templates to take back to your agency.

by examining Good Samaritan's Youth Advisory Committee (YAC).
*Foundational for Involvement in

"Mapping and DAPing" with Chuck Skarin &
Sherry Cook.
Which developmental assets does your program impact? How can
you measure the impact you're having? Participate to find out.

"Bye Bye Biases! Drop Your Perceptions at the
Door" with Brandi Nichols.
Participants will explore the cultural competence continuum and
discover how their unconscious biases can impact their work.

"Emotional Intelligence: Using Your Lightsaber
Responsibly" with Francisco Gonima.
Who wouldn’t want to have a really cool, high powered laser
sword at their disposal? But what if you couldn’t turn it off?

Excel Beyond the Bell San Antonio

"Scaling and Sustaining Impact
through Social Finance" with
Nirav Shah & Hanna Jamal.
Learn about Pay for Success (PFS), a
public-private partnership that leverages
impact investment to scale and sustain
programs that measurably improve the lives
of people in need while driving government
resources towards more effective
programs.
*Strongly Recommended for all formal
members of the CEO Round Table

Workshop Choices: 2 to 2:50pm
"Thinking Outside the Box" with Patrice May.
Learn about innovative, hands on approaches to engage the
youth you serve in STEM and other powerful activities.

"ToP Facilitation & Continuous
Improvement" with Mary
Flanagan & Lea Rosenauer.
Explore a dynamic method to facilitate

"Being Open about Mental Well-being" with
Elizabeth Lutz.
Learn how to effectively talk about mental health without stigma
and hear about the Young Minds Matter program.

"Cultura Cura - Culture Heals" with Karla Aguilar.
Through both games and personal exploration, learn how to build
culture as a means of deep empowerment with young people.

"Advocacy: From Capitol Hill to the Hill Country"
with Alison Reis-Khanna & Mercadi Crawford.
Join TXPOST for an interactive advocacy workshop on federal
and state public policy issues and how to respond.

"Engaging Parents to Support Your Programs" with
Loi Taylor, Vanessa Bustos, & Fabiola Martinez.
Learn best practices for engaging parents to best support out of

better meetings, lead improvement
planning within your agency, and develop
more actionable work plans.

*Foundational for Involvement in
Excel Beyond the Bell San Antonio

"Tell a Better Story"
with Jeff Cowart.
Most organizations do noble work but too
often struggle when it comes to describing
what they do in a compelling and engaging
fashion. Join a seasoned message specialist
to learn how to shape your identity and tell
a better story to your targeted audiences.

*Strongly Recommended for all formal
members of the CEO Round Table

school programs and improve the academic success of their child.

"ROPES -Reality Oriented Physical Experiences" with David Gauna.
Learn skills easily implemented in the workplace, school, and other group settings through fun, hands-on activities.

Future Learning Opportunities:
Orientation to

Professional Learning

Excel Beyond the Bell

Community

Friday, August 4th

Friday, September 15th

11:30am to 1pm

11:30am to 1pm

Everyone's An Asset Builder
Friday, July 14th
11:30am to 4pm

To learn more and
to register visit:
beyondthebellsa.org

